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Westley…my 65 pound shadow!
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Oh Westley! My 65 pound shadow. For the
past 21 months, Westley has eagerly escorted
me everywhere, even if it was only 3 steps
away to get more coffee.
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Westley has proven he is adaptable to a
variety of lifestyles. Prior to the pandemic, he
was quite busy. He was exposed to soccer
practice, soccer games, soccer tournaments,
baseball practice, baseball games, swimming
practice, swimming meets, school pick up and
drop off, the metro, buses, grocery shopping
and errands.

Some of my favorite memories of
Westley will include:
• Witnessing his determination and
finally success at stuffing 2 tennis balls in
his mouth at once.
• His bewilderment and excitement
over his shadow.
• His agile leap from a tippy paddle
board to a canoe 5 feet away. He stuck the
landing with grace, and no one fell off.
• The day he decided to join me in
the shower. He takes his job as escort very
seriously!
• His goofy upside-down sleeping.
• His happily wagging tail while
eating and his post-meal full belly
celebration dance. Westley always showed
his appreciation for food. And
• His display of pure joy when he
learned a new skill or accomplished a
difficult challenge.

Westley doing zoom class
Westley was even able to join me at work
for a week. And then quarantine happened and
Westley adapted to providing emotional
support to my two kids as they learned to
navigate online school. He was brilliant,
patient and much appreciated. Through it all,
Westley remained consistently calm.
Westley will be missed by many, certainly
by our pet Elijah, and probably not as much by
our pet Walnut; but, I think Westley’s
laidback, gentle manners even won Walnut
over a bit.

Being summer, the neighborhood kids
have already started to call to make sure
they get to say goodbye. We wish him all
the best. He is sure to be loved and to love
right back.
Carrie and family – puppy raisers
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Raiser of the Month
Salem…a pup full of energy!
Salem joined us in December 2019 as a pup full of energy
and exuberance. He loved everything about life, from the
smells of the city, to getting pats from his people, to learning
new skills (or at least, getting treats for them).

He learned how to experience new places and adjust so
he could walk without pulling, how to listen to commands
despite excitement, and how to get through being home
alone in the crate without barking. He also had lots of unique
experiences.
He traveled to upstate New York, Savannah and Florida,
and even attended his raisers’ wedding as a guest of honor!
Salem was a pure joy to
raise. He loved playing ball
and going on long hikes. He
helped keep us active and
taught us patience and
consistency as we learned to
take things at his pace.

Salem was meant to take
the metro with me to work
several times a week when
we got him at 5 months. And
just as we were making
process on this goal the
pandemic hit.

While Salem loved having
us home all the time, raising a
pup with a lot of energy and
challenges was tougher
without the outside world to
help! Luckily Zoom came to
the rescue, and we were able
to learn from Jeanyne and
Jean to help Salem be the best
boy he could be.

Raiser of the Month
Farina…no one could resist her!
Farina was our first GEB puppy and we couldn’t have
asked for a sweeter girl. She was originally going to be my
daughter Grace’s puppy to raise, but soon the whole family
was involved. Farina loved walks, tug toys, and play dates
with other GEB pups, but most of all, no matter how big she
got, she loved to curl up on Grace’s lap.
When covid hit Farina kept us
on a schedule and gave us a
reason to change out of our PJ’s
and get outside every day for
fresh air and exercise. Wherever
we went she made people smile
despite the stressful situation we
were all living through. She was
a favorite at our dentist’s office
and Grace’s school where she
was often swarmed by little, and
sometimes not so little, girls. No
one could resist her.
We are grateful to have had our little angel (complete with
light patches that looked like wings on her back) for so long.

It was so rewarding to watch him
grow and learn through challenges
that we didn't know would be
possible for him to overcome.
Some people who met him near the
end of his time with us even called
him calm!
We are so happy that he passed
IFT and can't wait to see how he
grows during training.
Amrita –puppy raiser
We are hoping that her medical hold will be over quickly
and that she will soon be able to begin training to be a guide
dog. No matter what she ends up doing, we know she will be
wonderful and that she will keep making people smile. She
will always have a special place in our hearts.

I couldn’t end this without a huge thank you to all the more
experienced raisers who were there for us time and time again.
A very special thank you to Azusa, who took Farina when I
broke my wrist, Gigi, who took her at a moment’s notice when
my father suddenly passed away, and Jane, who kept her for
several weeks while I was mourning and couldn’t give Farina
what she needed or deserved. Our family could never have
done this alone. Montgomery County puppy raisers are
definitely the best!
Sandra and Grace-puppy raisers
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A Memorial to Wrangler – AN NBC Sponsored Dog
In January 2015, the “Today” show introduced its morning viewers to then 10-week-old Wrangler, a yellow Lab
who was on the path to become a guide dog. Now, the show is saying Wrangler has sadly passed away due to liver
disease. Wrangler's original handler, Saxon Eastman, broke the tragic news on Instagram on Sunday.

“I’m sad to write that last night Wrangler passed away suddenly from liver disease. In his short 6
years Wrangler did more than most humans. He started a wave of national media coverage for guide and
service dogs, he worked as a guide dog, and most importantly, he protected thousands of people every
day as a Connecticut State Police Explosives Detection K9.
To me, Wrangler was my super early morning buddy. He had the most perfectly squishable neck rolls.
He rarely caught the ball, but never stopped trying. He was one of the few Labs I know who wasn’t fickle
with his love. And I know that my life would look very different today if he hadn’t been a part of it.
I’m so grateful to Kevin and his family for giving Wrangler the most incredible life, and for loving him
so much.
It’s never lost on me how lucky I am to have known this dog. Love you, Wrangles.” 💛
Wrangler put a national spotlight on the importance of guide dogs as the “Today” show’s anchors and staff
teamed up with Guiding Eyes for the Blind, a nonprofit out of New York.

You've probably noticed the (furry) new face in the TODAY family. His name is Wrangler, and he's
our "Puppy with A Purpose." In the studio each morning, Wrangler benefits from a diverse array of
important socialization experiences. During the course of his time here he will meet a variety of new
people and learn how to interact with them calmly and appropriately. The positive exposure to the
interesting sights and sounds of TODAY will help build the confidence and adaptability he’ll need to
become a Guiding Eyes guide dog — and ultimately to change someone’s life.

Past being a guide dog, Wrangler was also a public servant. In December 2017, the “Today” show highlighted
Wrangler’s graduation from the K-9 detection program before he started his new life alongside his police partner,
Trooper First Class Kevin Reed. According to the “Today” show, the duo patrolled train stations to make sure
commutes from New Haven, Connecticut to New York City were safe.

with family,
The information provided above was obtained from the Today Show website
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Welcome New and Repeat Raisers
The Fannin family is
looking forward to raising
another GEB pup.
Bridget, Megan and Gillian
with new pup Loki

Welcome Debbie, first-time
raiser, who will be working
with beautiful Lucy.

Happy visiting the Mattie
Stepanek statue at the samename park will be raised by
new Montgomery Region
raiser, Acadia.

Welcome Karoline, firsttime raiser, who will be
working with the big boy,
Kenneth.

Pictured on the right is
little Kevin who will
be raised by Allison,
another great
Montgomery Region
repeat raiser

Meg is such a cute name
for a GEB pup that will
be raised by Azusa, a
repeat raiser.

Congratulations to Montgomery Region Graduates

Kevin and Dart
April 2021 Graduate

Kevin grew up in Connecticut and enjoyed both running and skiing in high school. After
graduation, Kevin joined the Navy and spent the next four years traveling the world. Some of
his favorite places were Venice, Athens and Diego Garcia, and he has traveled as far east as
Singapore. After his time in the military, Kevin spent over thirty years in the business of
Restaurant Management. Kevin now lives in Bristol, CT with his girlfriend and two sons, and
has a daughter who lives in Massachusetts. Dart has been a fantastic addition to his life and
Kevin has really enjoyed working through challenges with him. He looks forward to
overcoming new challenges as they work and grow together.
Without knowing it, Dart is driving me to do more. There’s something about that
connection that has a real impact. In a roundabout way it’s almost like having a child in certain
ways. You want to take care of them, do the best for them, and it makes you want to do more.
One of the instructors said if we wanted, we could try closing our eyes and really allow our
dogs to lead us. It was a challenge putting all of my trust into this dog, but I did it and it was so
freeing. I felt like my mind and body went straight to my left arm. It really helped to gain a
sense of trust between Dart and I.

Dart is a very excited and motivated pup who loves to go new places and explore; he is
very comfortable in new situations. I flew to Indiana with Dart over the holidays and upon
boarding, there were two other service dogs on the plane. Dart had to be in the small space
with other dogs around for about an hour and a half and he did amazing! He checked in
frequently and ended up taking a nap. The most enjoyable outings were when we would go
hiking because Dart seemed to enjoy exploring and finding things hidden in the woods.
Dart was my first Guiding Eyes pup and it was challenging at times, but also so much fun!
Being able to spend so much time and go so many places with a pup that wanted to learn
and do his best all the time was very rewarding! Dart was able to come back at the
beginning of the Covid pandemic and stay with me, which was an extra special treat during
such a hard time. Saying goodbye again was hard but overall, the raising experience was
amazing and I am already raising my next pup!
Carson Pursifull, Puppy Raiser of Dart
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Congratulations to Montgomery Region Graduates
Julie comes to Guiding Eyes as an experienced handler and resides in Graham,
Washington. In high school, Julie enjoyed a variety of sports- tennis, volleyball, basketball,
track and cheerleading, but just before she turned 18, she received a diagnosis for the vision
problems she had been experiencing since childhood.
In 2007, Julie obtained her bachelor’s degree, and soon after received another degree in
paralegal studies. In 2015, Julie was diagnosed with breast cancer and spent over a year
receiving chemotherapy treatments, but during that time she studied alternative healing
methods. She was inspired to pursue a master’s degree in Health and Wellness Coaching,
with a minor in Herbalism. Julie is also certified in Jin Shin Jyutsu, a type of Acupressure
and with her business partner, Laura, plan to open her own business called InnerVisions.
Julie has always believed that vision isn’t required to know your outlook on life; it is an
inward journey. She truly feels that Eros is the perfect addition to their team and to her
Julie and Eros
family. She has many goals for the future, including pursuing a PhD, and she is thrilled to
July 2021 Graduate
have Eros with her on her journey.
There is so much to say about Eros. Everywhere I go people tell me how beautiful he is. His house manners are impeccable,
I mean, just incredible. I never have to worry that he’ll stick his head in the garbage if I forgot to put the lid back on. He is such
a loving dog; he loves to lay down in my lap and just wants to be near me. He loves his job too; I can feel it in his body when
we’re working together. He has this enthusiasm that just radiates from him when he has that harness on him. He’s really a
special dog. Using a cane for long periods of time can be painful for me and being hard of hearing can make traveling
difficult, as well. I have always loved taking walks through my neighborhood, but these things have held me back. Now with
Eros, I can just go without having to worry. He’s so wonderful. The freedom is huge. I gained a lot of freedom from him.

We loved Eros into being so he could serve a special partner. Julie is exactly
who we wanted for Eros and we were privileged to share a home with such a
giant spirit who helped us endure some difficult years. His determination to
work and massive strength made him enjoyable to raise. I am a nurse and would
take him to work, where he was awesome as my deputy every day and we were
a healing force of nature team. We always enjoyed spending lots of time on the
Chesapeake Bay. Dropping him off in 2019 was so hard, yet when we arrived,
we saw Gunner, our very first Guiding Eyes dog, who was in class training with
his new partner Lusi. It was a grace-filled happening, because seeing Gunner
and Lusi performing as they were meant to be, helped me be able to surrender
this lovable Eros. I realized he was just not meant to be with us. He passed his
IFT and off he went to learn and serve. My heart was full.
Dixcy Bosley-Smith and Family, Puppy Raiser of Eros

Upon his return to GEB for formal guide dog training, Doc decided that guiding
what not his line of work. Doc found his path as a team member working with
Michael Stapleton Association (MSA).
MSA is a security agency that gives GEB release dogs the opportunity for a
different career path. These re-trained dogs provide security and can be found working
at national parks, on the Staten Island Ferry, airports to support TSA, as well as big
sporting events such as the Super Bowl. GEB-Montgomery has had several dogs
placed with MSA.
Doc will enjoy this career path. He will live with the working family and upon
retirement will be adopted.
Congratulations to Rachel and Libby, Puppy Raisers of Doc
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Fun Places to Go
Several weeks ago, the Lauer family took a trip to Cape
Cod to see a longtime friend. On our way home we traveled
west to Springfield, MA to see our 5th former puppy in
training, Iggie. She has been living in Springfield with her
partner Sandra for the past 4 years.
Also accompanying us on this trip was Joan, our third GEB
pup in training who decided to come back as a family pet. It
was a fabulous experience. Walking up the ramp into Sandra's
house you could tell that Joan knew who we were going to
see. When Sandra opened the door Iggie almost pulled her
over to get to Joan.
We spent several hours visiting and even got a
"demonstration" walk to see Iggie working. It is not always
possible to see your success stories; but, if you get the chance,
don't pass it up!

Let us know where you like
to take your pup for outings

B

Carolyn & Alan – Montgomery Region raisers

Happy on a recent puppy sit with Elena and release dog Georgie – looks like
everyone is having a great time together.

Deadline for submission of
articles and/or pictures is
the 1st of each month

Margie -newsletter writer
gebraiser@comcast.net
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Fundraising in our communities
Will help me grow into this
harness!
The Montgomery Region is highly dependent upon donations and the monies received support class space, crates, medications
and other items for our pups in training. In order to maintain this support for our volunteers and pups in training, monetary
contributions are always needed.
So, how can you help? Take the time to look around your community or inquire at your place of work or worship. You may be
able to identify a business, organization or individual looking to either sponsor or contribute to a worthwhile non-profit
organization.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Restaurants – Many local restaurants will partner and host a non-profit lunch/dinner
Retail stores – Many stores will host a shopping event
Place of work – Is your place of work looking to make a tax deductible contribution, or already has a matching
charitable contribution program
Financial organizations, grocery stores, sororities and fraternities…can they donate
Yard sale –Is there a yard sale in your community in which we can participate
GEB is on the national list of non-profit participating agencies for the Combined Federal Campaign #10248

Reach out to the Region’s management team, Jeanyne and Jean, with your ideas.

Listed are contributions to date for 2021

.

